We present a data structure for spherical range reporting on a point set S, i.e., reporting all points in S that lie within radius r of a given query point q (with a small probability of error). Our solution builds upon the Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) framework of Indyk and Motwani, which represents the asymptotically best solutions to near neighbor problems in high dimensions. While traditional LSH data structures have several parameters whose optimal values depend on the distance distribution from q to the points of S (and in particular on the number of points to report), our data structure is essentially parameter-free and only takes as parameter the space the user is willing to allocate. Nevertheless, its expected query time basically matches that of an LSH data structure whose parameters have been optimally chosen for the data and query in question under the given space constraints. In particular, our data structure provides a smooth trade-off between hard queries (typically addressed by standard LSH parameter settings) and easy queries such as those where the number of points to report is a constant fraction of S, or where almost all points in S are far away from the query point. In contrast, known data structures fix LSH parameters based on certain parameters of the input alone.
Introduction
Range search is a central problem in computational geometry [1] . Given a set S of n points in R d , build a data structure that answers queries of the following type: Given a region R (from a predefined class of regions), count or report all points from S that belong to R. Examples for such classes of regions are simplices [25] , halfspaces [12] , and spheres [9] .
In this paper we place our main focus on the spherical range reporting problem (SRR): Given a distance parameter r and a point set S, build a data structure that supports the following queries: Given a point q, report all points in S within distance r from q. This problem is closely related to spherical range counting ("return the number of points") and spherical range emptiness ("decide whether there is a point at distance at most r"). Solving spherical range searching problems exactly, i.e., for ε " 0, and in time that is truly sublinear in the point set size n " |S| seems to require space exponential in the dimensionality of the point set S. This phenomenon is an instance of the curse of dimensionality, and is supported by popular algorithmic hardness conjectures (see [2, 28] ).
For this reason, most algorithms for range searching problems involve approximation of distances: For some approximation parameter c ą 1 we allow the data structure to only distinguish between distance ď r and ą cr, while points at distance in between can either be reported or not. We refer to this relaxation as c-approximate SRR. Approximate range reporting and counting problems were for example considered by Arya et al. in [9] , by Indyk in his Ph.D. thesis [19] as "enumerating/counting point locations in equal balls" and by Andoni in his Ph.D. thesis [3] as "randomized R-near neighbor reporting". In low dimensions, tree-based approaches allow us to build efficient data structures with space usageÕpnγ d´1 p1`pc´1qγ 2and query timeÕp1{ppc´1qγq d´1 q for a trade-off parameter γ P r1, 1{pc´1qs for an approximation factor 1 ă c ď 2, see [9] . The exponential dependency of time and/or space on the dimension makes these algorithms inefficient in high dimensions.
Our approach uses the locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) framework [20] which we will introduce in Section 2. Using this technique to solve SRR is not new: Both Indyk [19] and Andoni [3] described extensions of the general LSH framework to solve this problem. As we will show, their approaches yield running times of Ωptn ρ q, where t is the number of elements at distance at most cr from the query and ρ P p0, 1q is a parameter that depends on the distance r, the approximation factor c, and the LSH family used to build the data structure. When the output size t is large this leads to running times of Ωpn 1`ρ q, which is worse than a linear scan! Indyk [19] also describes a reduction from spherical range counting to the pc, rq-approximate near neighbor problem that asks to report a single point from the result set of c-approximate SRR. The reduction uses Oplog 2 n{pc´1q 3ueries of independently built pc, rq-ANN data structures, giving a running time of Opn ρ log 2 n{pc´1q 3 q. Building upon Indyk's technique, Chazelle et al. [12] proposed a data structure that solves approximate halfspace range queries on the unit sphere by applying a dimension reduction technique to Hamming space. All of these algorithms use a standard LSH index data structure in a black-box fashion. We propose a data structure that is almost similar to a standard LSH data structure, but query it in an adaptive way. Our guarantees are probabilistic in the sense that each close point is with constant probability present in the output.
Using LSH-based indexes for range reporting means that we get all points closer than distance r with a certain probability, as well as some fraction of the points with distance in the range pr, crq. When c is large, this can have negative consequences for performance: a query could report nearly every point in the data set, and any performance gained from approximation is lost. When the approximation factor c is set close to 1, data structures working in high dimensions usually need many independent repetitions to find points at distance r. This is another issue with such indexes that makes range reporting hard: very close points show up in every repetition, and we need to Figure 1 : Three queries at radius r with points q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 (crosses) in a data set (dots). Dashed circles around the queries show how far the radius-r sphere can be stretched such that the number of points between radius r and radius c i r equals the number of points in radius r. We see that queries q 1 and q 3 allow for a large stretch, while query q 2 has a small stretch. remove these duplicates.
The natural approach to overcome the difficulties mentioned above is to choose the approximation factor c such that the cost of duplicated points roughly equals the cost of dealing with far points. For LSH-based algorithms, many papers explain an offline approach of finding the "optimal" value of c for a data set [4, 10, 15] which usually envolves sampling or assumptions on the data distribution. However, the best value of c depends not only on the data set, but also on the query. This situation is depicted in Figure 1 . In this paper, we provide a query algorithm that adapts to the input and finds a near-optimal c at query time. We manage to do this in time proportional to the number of points eventually returned for the optimal parameters, making the search essentially free.
Output-sensitivity. To illustrate the improvement over standard fixed parameter LSH, we propose hard data sets for spherical range reporting. In these data sets, we pick t´1 very close points that show up in almost every repetition, one point at distance r, and the remaining points close to distance cr. In this case LSH would need Θpn ρ q repetitions to retrieve the point at distance r with constant probability, where e.g. ρ " 1{c in Hamming space [20] and ρ " 1{c 2 in Euclidean space [5] . This means that the algorithm considers Θptn ρ q candidate points, which could be as large as Θpn 1`ρ q for large t. In Section 5 we describe and analyze two algorithms Adaptive Single-probe and Adaptive Multi-probe that mitigate this problem. The basic idea is that these algorithms "notice" the presence of many close points, and respond by setting c more lenient, allowing for t far points being reported per repetition in addition to the t close points. This in turn allows doing only Θppn{tq ρ q repetitions, giving a total candidate set of size Θptpn{tq ρ q, which is never larger than n. In general, the number of points between distance r and cr have a linear influence in these running times. This is made precise in Section 4.
Multi-probing. When we stick to the LSH framework, the ideal solution would never consider a candidate set larger than Θpn ρ`t q, giving the optimal output sensitive running time achievable by (data independent) LSH. In order to get closer to this bound, we analyze the multi-probing approach for LSH data structures, introduced in [26] and further developed in [24] . The idea is that LSH Overview of the running time guarantees of the proposed algorithms "Adaptive Single-probe" and "Adaptive Multi-probe" for collision probabilities p 1 " .8 and p 2 " .6 in d-dimensional Hamming space such that ρ « .436. The x-axis shows the value of t as a function of n, the y-axis shows the expected work W , i.e., the expected number of points the algorithm retrieves from the hash tables. For comparison, we plotted the target time of Opn ρ`t q, the running time Optn ρ q of a naïve LSH approach, and the running time Opnq of a linear scan.
partitions the space in many buckets, but usually only examines the exact bucket in which the query point falls in each repetition. Multi-probing considers all buckets "sufficiently correlated" with the query bucket to increase the likelihood of finding close points. To our knowledge, multi-probing has always been applied in order to save memory by allowing a smaller number of repetitions to be made and trading this for an increase in query time. Our motivation is different: We want to take advantage of the fact that each of the very close points can only be in one bucket per repetition. Hence by probing multiple buckets in each repetition, we not only save memory, but also gain a large improvement in the dependency on t in our running time. We do this by generalizing the adaptive single-probe algorithm to not only find the optimal c for a query, but also the optimal number of buckets to probe. As we show in Section 5, we are able to do this in time negligible compared to the size of the final candidate set, making it practically free. The algorithm works for any probing sequence supplied by the user, but in Section 6 we provide a novel probing sequence for Hamming space and show that it always improves the query time compared to the non-multi-probing variant. For certain regimes of t, we show that the running time matches the target time Opn ρ`t q. An overview of the exact running time statements of the algorithms proposed here with a comparison to standard LSH, a linear scan, and the optimal running time for LSH-based algorithms is depicted in Figure 2 .
Techniques. The proposed data structure is very similar to a standard LSH data structure. While such a data structure usually uses only one particular concatenation length k of hash functions, we build the data structure for all lengths 1, . . . , k. At query time, we do an efficient search over the parameter space to find the provably best level. The algorithm then retrieves only the candidates from this level and filters far away points and duplicates. The reason we are able to do an efficient search over the parameter space is that certain parts of the output size can be estimated very quickly when storing the size of the hash table buckets in the LSH data structure. For example, when considering very large c, though the output may be large, there are only few repetitions to check. Gradually decreasing c, we will eventually have to check so many repetitions that the mere task of iterating through them would be more work than scanning through the smallest candidate set found so far. Since the number of repetitions for each value of c grows geometrically, it ends up being bounded by the last check, which has size not larger than the returned candidate set. For multi-probing it turns out that a similar strategy works, even though the search problem is now two-dimensional.
Additional Related Work. Our approach to query-sensitivity generalizes and extends the recent work of Har-Peled and Mahabadi [18] which considers approximate near neighbors. Our method applies to every space and metric supported by the LSH framework while [18] is presented for Hamming space.
The proposed single-probing algorithm can be thought of as an adaptive query algorithm on the trie-based LSH forest introduced by Bawa et al. in [10] for the related approximate k-nearest neighbor problem. (The authors of [10] make significant assumptions on the distance distribution of approximate nearest neighbors). The algorithm proposed there always looks at all n f pcq repetitions where f pcq depends on the largest distance r supported by the algorithm and the approximation factor. It collects points traversing tries synchronously in a bottom-up fashion. By looking closer at the guarantees of LSH functions, we show that one can gradually increase the number of repetitions to look at and find the best level to query directly. We hope that the insights provided here will shed new light on solving approximate nearest neighbors beyond using standard reductions as in [17] .
Combining results of very recent papers [23, 13, 7] on space/time-tradeoffs make it possible to achieve running times that are similar to our results with respect to multi-probing. We give a detailed exposition in Appendix G and plan to include these results in the final version.
Preliminaries
Let pX, distq be a metric space over X with distance function dist. In this paper, the space usually does not matter; only the multi-probing sequence in Section 6 is tied to Hamming space. Definition 1 (Spherical Range Reporting, SRR). Given a set of points S Ď X and a number r ě 0, construct a data structure that supports the following queries: Given a point q P X, report each point p P S with distpp,ď r with constant probability.
Note that we consider the exact version of SRR but allow point-wise probabilistic guarantees.
Definition 2 (Locality-Sensitive Hash Family, [11] ). A locality-sensitive hash family H is family of functions h : X Ñ R, such that for each pair x, y P X and a random h P H, whenever distpq, xq ď distpq, yq we have Prrhpqq " hpxqs ě Prrhpqq " hpyqs, for arbitrary q P X.
Usually the set R is small, like the set t0, 1u. Often we will concatenate multiple independent hash functions from a family, getting functions h k : X Ñ R k . We call this a hash function at level k.
Having access to an LSH family H allows us to build a data structure with the following properties.
Theorem 1 ([17, Theorem 3.4]).
Suppose there exists an LSH family such that Prrhpqq " hpxqs ě p 1 when distpq, xq ď r and Prrhpqq " hpxqs ď p 2 when distpq, xq ě cr with p 1 ą p 2 , for some metric space pX, distq and some factor c ą 1. Then there exists a data structure such that for a given query q, it returns with constant probability a point within distance cr, if there exists a point within distance r. The algorithm uses Opdn`n 1`ρ q space and Opn ρ q hash function evaluations per query, where ρ "
It is essential for understanding our algorithms to know how the above data structure works. For the convenience of the reader we provide a description of it in Appendix A.
In this paper, we state the ρ-parameter as used in Theorem 1 as a function ρpr, cq such that ρpr, cq " logp1{pprqq logp1{ppcrqq , where pp∆q is the probability that two points at distance ∆ collide. (The probability is over the random choice of the LSH function.) We omit the parameters when their value is clear from the context.
A common technique when working with LSH is multi-probing [24, 26, 15, 6, 21] . The idea is that often the exact bucket h k pqq does not have a much higher collision probability with close points than some "nearby" bucket σph k pqqq. Hence we probe multiple buckets in each repetition to reduce the space needed for storing repetitions. In this paper we are going to show how this approach can give not just space improvements, but also large improvements in query time for SRR.
The LSH framework can easily be extended to solve SRR. We just report all the points that are in distance at most r from the query point in the whole candidate set retrieved from all tables
. For the remainder of this paper, we will denote the number of points retrieved in this way by W ("work"). It is easy to see that this change to the query algorithm would already solve SRR with the guarantees stated in the problem definition. However, we will see in Section 4 that its running time might be as large as Opn 1`ρ q, worse than a linear scan over the data set.
Data Structure
We extend a standard LSH data structure in the following way.
Definition 3 (Multi-level LSH)
. Assume we are given a set S Ď X of n points, two parameters r and L, and access to an LSH family H that maps from X to R. Let repspkq " rp´k 1 s where p 1 is the probability that points at distance r collide under random choice of h P H. Let K be the largest integer k such that repspkq ď L. A Multi-level LSH data structure for S is set up in the following way: For each k P t0, . . . , Ku choose functions g k,i for 1 ď i ď repspkq from H independently at random. Then, for each k P t0, . . . , Ku, build repspkq hash tables T k,i with 1 ď i ď repspkq. For a fixed pair k P t0, . . . , Ku and i P t1, . . . , repspkqu, and each x P X, concatenate hash values pg 1,i pxq, . . . , g k,i pxqq P R k to obtain the hash code h k,i pxq. Store references to all points in S in table T k,i by applying h k,i pxq. For a point x P X, and for integers 0 ď k ď K and 1 ď i ď repspkq, we let |T k,i pxq| be the number of points in bucket h k,i pxq in table T k,i . We assume this value can be retrieved in constant time.
In contrast to a standard LSH data structure, we only accept the number of repetitions as an additional parameter. The value K is chosen such that the number of repetitions available suffices to obtain a close point at distance r with constant probability, cf. Appendix A. This is ensured by the repetition count for all levels 0, . . . , K. The space usage of our data structure is Opn ř 0ďkďK p´k 1 q " Opnp´K q 1 q " OpnLq. Hence multiple levels only add a constant overhead to the space consumption compared to a standard LSH data structure for level K. Figure 3 provides a visualization of the data structure.
We describe an alternative tree-based data structure that trades query time for space consumption in Appendix B. We remark that some of the proposed query algorithms will require a slightly higher repetition count. In such cases, the function reps will be redefined. The additional repetition count will never add more than a polylog overhead to the running time.
T K,p´K Figure 3 : Overview of the multi-level LSH data structure with tables T k,i and hash functions h k,i splitting a data set S. The data structure is set up for levels 0, ..., K with repetition count "Rep." for collision probability p (avoiding ceilings). Example for a space partition of S induced by hash function h K,i is explicitly depicted as the content of table T K,i where each class is a bucket.
Standard LSH, Local Expansion, and Probing the Right Level
In this section we show that using a standard LSH approach might yield running time Ωptn ρ q when standard parameter settings such as the ones from Theorem 1 are used to solve SRR. Then, we define a measure for the difficulty of a query. Finally, we show that if the output size and this measure is known, inspecting a certain level in the multi-level LSH data structure gives output-and query-sensitive expected running times.
Observation 1. Suppose we want to solve SRR in pX, distq using LSH with parameters as in Theorem 1 with LSH family H. Let q P X be a fixed query point. Then there exist data sets S Ď X with |S| " n such that the expected number of points retrieved from the hash tables on query q in the LSH data structure built for S is Ωptn ρ q.
The basic idea of the proof is to inspect difficult data sets in which there are t´1 very close points to the query, one point at distance r, and all the other points at distance close to cr. Details are deferred to Appendix C.
For a set S of points, a point q, and a number r ą 0, let N r pqq be the number of points in S at distance at most r from q. We next define the expansion at a query point q for a given distance. The expansion measures how far we can increase the radius of an r-sphere around the query point before the number of points covered increases above some constant factor. This dimensionality measure is central in the running time analysis of our proposed algorithms.
Definition 4 (Expansion). Let r ą 0, q P X and S Ď X be a set of points. The expansion cq ,r at point q is the largest number c such that N cr pqq ď 2N r pqq, where cq ,r is 8 if N r pqq ě n{2.
We will often simply write cq , when r is known in the context. A visualization for the expansion around a query is depicted in Figure 1 .
Query Algorithms If t and cq are Known
Theorem 2. Let r ą 0 and c ě 1. Let S be a set of n points and let DS be the Multi-level LSH data structure obtained from preprocessing S with L " Ωpn ρpr,cq q. Given a query point q, let t " N r pqq and cq be the expansion around q in S. There exists a query algorithm on DS to solve SRR with the following properties:
(i) If cq ě c, the algorithm has expected running time Optpn{tq ρpr,c.
(ii) Otherwise, the algorithm has expected running time Optpn{tq ρpr,cq`N cr pqqq.
For t " 0, the running time is the same as t " 1.
Proof. Let p 1 and p 2 be the probabilities that the query point collides with points at distance r and cq r, respectively, given the LSH family used. We consider statement (i) first. Look at level k " r logpn{tq logp1{p 2 q s in DS such that p k 2 ď t{n and p´k 1 " Θppn{tq ρpr,c. Since cq ě c, we can assume p´k 1 ď L, so that we may inspect that many repetitions and guarantee constant collision probability with a close points. The total expected number of collisions is then not more than
By the choice of k, np k 2 ď t and so this is Optp´k 1`Ncq pqqq. By the definition of cq , N cq r pqq " Optq and so this term is dominated by the former. Finally looking at every bucket takes time Opp´k 1 q, but this is likewise dominated if t ě 1. Statement (ii) follows by the same line of reasoning, simply using c instead of cq . Since this value of c does not have the expansion property, the term N cr pqq is present in the running time.
As can be seen from the theorem statement, our running time bounds might depend on the number of points at distance at most cr. This happens when the expansion around the query is smaller than the c value that can be read off from the number of repetitions and the LSH hash family at hand. The influence of these points is however only linear in their number. The result basically shows that there exists a single level of the multi-level LSH data structure that we want to probe when t and the expansion around the query is known.
Adaptive Query Algorithms
In this section we describe a query algorithm that obtains the results from Theorem 2 without knowing t or the expansion around the query. It turns out that we can get something even better, i.e., a running time equivalent to knowing the entire distribution of distances distpq, xq from the query point q to data points x in the data set.
We work on a multi-level LSH data structure, DS, set up for S Ď X with tables T k,i . DS is assumed to have been built with L repetitions and K levels, see Definition 3. Now, a query algorithm looking at the buckets at level k, would be expected to take time
This accounts for the p´k 1 repetitions to be made for correctness (cf. Appendix A), Op1q time for probing and evaluating the hash functions, and, by linearity of expectation, the number
while repspkq ď minpL, w k best q do 3:
if w k ă w k best then 5:
k Ð k`1;
The function ErW k s over k will have an optimum in r0, Ks. It turns out that we can indeed find this optimum and get expected running time close to:
Since this describes the best expected running time given knowledge of the distance distribution at the query, we note that the quantity is always upper bounded by running times stated in Theorem 2.
(Given that the number of repetitions is sufficiently high as stated there.) However, in many important cases it can be much smaller than that! In Appendix D we calculate W single for different data distributions, including "locally growth-restricted" as considered in [14] . In this case it turns out that W single " Oplog nq, an exponential improvement over "standard" query time Opn ρ q.
The query algorithm is given as Algorithm 1 and works as follows: For each level 0 ď k ď K, calculate the work of doing repspkq " p´k 1 p2 log 2kq repetitions by summing up all bucket counts. (The 2 log 2k factor is a technical detail explained in the proof below.) Terminate as soon as the optimal level has been provably found, which may be one that we have considered in the past, and report all close points in the candidate set. This decision is based on whether the number of buckets to look at alone is larger than the smallest candidate set found so far or not.
Theorem 3. Let S Ď X with |S| " n and r be given. Then Algorithm 1 on DS solves SRR with constant probability. The expected running time of the while-loop in Lines (2)-(6) and the expected number of distance computations in Line (7) is OpW single log log W single q.
Proof. First we show that the algorithm works correctly, then we argue about its running time. For correctness, let y P S be a point with distpy,ď r. At each level k, we see y in a fixed bucket with probability at least p k 1 . With repspkq repetitions, the probability of finding y is at least 1´p1´p 1 q repspkq ě 1´1{p2kq 2 . By a union bound over the K levels of the data structure, y is present on every level with probability at least 1´ř 8 k"1 1{p2kq 2 ě 1{2, which shows correctness. Now we consider the running time. The work inside the loop is dominated by Line (3) which takes time Oprepspkqq, given constant access to the size of the buckets. Say the last value k before the loop terminates is k˚, then the loop takes time ř kk "1 Oplog k¨p´k 1 q ď log k˚¨p´k1 ř 8 k"0 Opp k 1 q " Oplog k˚¨p´k1 q " Opw k best q, where the last equality is by the loop condition, repspk˚q ď w k best .
In Line 7, the algorithm looks at w k best points and buckets. Hence the total expected work is
A Multi-probing Version of Algorithm 1
We extend the algorithm from the previous subsection to take advantage of multi-probing. For a particular hash function h k , distance r and value λ ě 1, we define a probing sequence σ " pσ k, q 1ď ďλ as a sequence of functions R k Ñ R k . Now when we would probe bucket T k,i ph k pqqq, we instead probe T k,i pσ k,1 h k pqqq, . . . , T k,i pσ k,λ h k pqqq. (Where σ k,1 will usually be the identity function.) For a point y at distance r from q, we will be interested in the event rσ k, h k pqq " h k pyqs. The probability that this event occurs is donated by p k, . If p k,1 ě p k,2 ě . . . , we say that the probing sequence is reasonable. The intuition is that we probe buckets in order of expected collisions. In particular, by disjointness of the events, the probability of a collision within the first probes is exactly P k, " p k,1`¨¨¨`pk, . Hence doing probes per repetition, we need about 1{P k, repetitions to obtain constant probability of finding y. In practice, probing sequences are usually not reasonable [6] , but as long as p k, is known, they can be sorted in advance.
To state the complexity of our algorithm, we generalize the quantity W single from (2) in the natural way to include multi-probing. As in the case of probing a single bucket, W multi denotes the minimal work one would expect to need for an LSH based approach that knows the optimal values of k and .
Prrσ k,i hpqq " hpxqs‚ fi fl
As in Algorithm 1, we carefully explore the now two-dimensional and infinite space r0, Ksr 1, 8s of parameters. Consider the probability of finding some point y at distance r to our query. Say we choose values pk, q and make repspk, q repetitions; we would then probe buckets Ť repspk, q i"1 Ť j"1 T k,i rσ k,j h k pqqs and find y with probability 1´p1´P k, q repspk, q . As in the singleprobing algorithm, we have to be careful about dependencies and set repspk, q " p2 logp2 kqq{P k, such that the probability of not finding y is less than expp´repspk, q{P k, q " p2 kq´2. A union bound over the whole parameter space yields ř 8 k"1 ř 8 "1 p2 kq´2 ă 7{10, and so y is present for every parameter choice with constant probability.
All that remains is reusing the idea from Algorithm 1 of maintaining upper and lower bounds on the final work, and stop once they meet. The parameter space is explored using a priority queue. The pseudocode of the algorithm is given as Algorithm 2. To obtain good query time it is necessary to store the values W k, computed so far and reuse them in Line 7 of Algorithm 2. Details are given in the proof below.
Theorem 4. Let S Ď X and r be given. Let pk, q be a pair that minimizes the right-hand side of (3). Given a reasonable probing sequence σ, Algorithm 2 on DS solves SRR. If DS supports at least repspk, q repetitions, the expected running time is OpW multi log 3 W multi q and the expected number of distance computations is OpW multi log W multi q. pk, q Ð PQ.extractMin()
6:
PQ.insert(pk, `1q, p `1q¨repspk, `1q)
if W k, ă W best then 9:
Proof. Correctness of the algorithm follows by the explanation before the theorem statement.
To analyze the running time, we define costpk, q " ¨repspk, q. This value is used as the priority of a parameter pair in the priority queue. It provides a lower bound on the work required to consider this parameter pair because we have to check that many buckets. Next we note that it cannot happen that all pairs pk, q in the priority queue have cost larger than W best , but there exists a pair pk 1 , 1 q with k 1 ě k and 1 ě not inspected so far such that costpk 1 , 1 q ă W best . This is because for fixed k the cost is non-decreasing in by Lemma 1 (provided in Appendix E) and for fixed costpk, q is non-decreasing in k.
To compute a new value W k, `1 in Line (7) of the algorithm, we take advantage of the work W k, already discovered, and only compute the number of buckets that are new or no longer needed. Specifically, we compute
So, for each k we never visit a bucket more than twice and amortized over all operations, the computation of W k, `1 takes time Oprepspk, `1qq. For each k with 1 ď k ď K, let k be the largest value of such that the pair pk, q was considered by the algorithm. The total cost of computing W k,1 , . . . , W k, k is then at most
Op ˚p log ˚q2 {P k, ˚q by Lemma 1. By the loop condition, we know that log ˚¨ ˚{ P k, ˚is at most W best , so the algorithm spends time OpW best log W best q for fixed k.
Let k max be the maximum value of k such that a pair pk, q was considered by the algorithm. Since we stop when every item in the priority queue has a priority higher or equal to W best , we must have k max ď log W best log 1{p 1 because we need at least p´k max 1 repetitions for the single probe on level k max . Thus, the final search time for the while-loop is OpW best logpW best q 2 q and the algorithm makes exactly W best distance computations in Line (10) . Now observe that by bounding the additional repetitions by Oplog W multi q, the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3 shows EpW best q " OpW multi log W multi q.
A Probing Sequence in Hamming Space
In this section we analyze bitsampling LSH in Hamming space [17, Section 3.2.1] using a novel, simple probing sequence. We consider the static setting as in Section 4.1, where the number of points
At each of the L repetitions we query the closest positions. Since the projected distance X to our target point y is distributed as Binpk, distpq, yq{dq, we find y with constant probability by setting L " OpPrrX ď as´1q.
to report and the expansion around the query is known. We then show the existence of certain (optimal) level and probing length parameters, and prove that using those give a good expected running time. The adaptive query algorithm from Section 5 would find parameters at least as good as those, and thus yield a running time as least as good as what we show here. Our scheme uses hash functions h k : t0, 1u d Ñ t0, 1u k that sample k positions at random with repetition. For a fixed query point q P t0, 1u d and k ě 1, the probing sequence σ k, maps h k pqq to the -th closest point in t0, 1u k , where ties are broken arbitrarily. This sequence can be generated efficiently, see [22] .
Fix a target close point y P t0, 1u d at distance r, let p be the probability that q and y collide, and let p k, be the probability that y lands in the -th bucket that we check. Furthermore, let V paq " ř a i"0`k i˘b e the volume of the radius a hamming ball. If σ k, h k pqq is at distance a to hpqq, we have a collision if q and y differ in exactly a out of the k coordinates chosen by h k . Hence, p k, " p k´a p1´pq a for the a satisfying V pa´1q ă ď V paq. Thus, the sequence is reasonable. Figure 4 illustrates our approach.
The best approximations to sizes of hamming balls are based on the entropy function. Hence, for the purpose of stating the theorem, we introduce the following notation. For α P r0, 1s and β P r0, 1s, we let Hpαq " α log 1{α`p1´αq log 1{p1´αq and Dpα } βq " α logpα{βq`p1´αq logpp1´αq{p1´βqq denote the binary entropy of α and the relative entropy between α and β, respectively. Moreover, let ρpr, cq "
Hpαq¯w here α is defined implicitly from
Hpαq¯" 1. Theorem 5. Let r ą 0 and c ě 1. Let S be a set of n points and let DS be the Multi-level LSH data structure obtained from preprocessing S with L " Ωpn ρpr,cq q. Given a query point q, let t " N r pqq`1 and let cq be the expansion around q in S. If cq ě c, there exists a query algorithm on DS to solve SRR with running time Opn ρpr,c, otherwise the running time is Opn ρpr,cq`N cr pqqq. We do not know of a simple closed form for ρpr, cq, but Figure 2 on Page 3 shows a numerical evaluation for comparison with the running time obtained for single-probing and other approaches.
The figure suggests that we always get better exponents than the single-probe approach, and that we get optimal query time for large t and asymptotically optimal for t " n op1q . Corollary 1 confirms this: Corollary 1. Let ρ " plog p 1 q{plog p 2 q ă 1{c be the usual exponent for bitsampling, then:
If t ě n Hp1´p 2 q Hp1´p 2 q`Dp1´p 2 } 1´p 1 q , the expected query time is Opn ρpr,c" Opn ρ`t q. If t " n op1q , the expected query time is Opn ρpr,c" Opn ρ t op1q q.
Proof of Theorem 5. We will now show that the smaller number of repetitions needed by multiprobing leads to fewer collisions with the t very close points in hard instances of SRR. To see this, we bound the value of W multi from (3) as follows:
The first inequality holds by restricting to only take values that are the volume of a k-dimensional hamming ball; in the second inequality we upper bounded the collision probabilities for points in ranges r0, rq, rr, crq and rcr, ds. The next step is to minimize this bound over the choice of k and a. We focus on t 1 " Optq and so we want V k paq " t " n PrrBinpk, 1-p 2 q ď as. For simplicity we write α " a{k for the normalized radius. We use the following tight bound on the tail of the binomial distribution: PrrBinpk, pq ď αks " expp´k Dpα } pqqΘp1{ ? kq for α P p0, 1{2q and V k pαkq " exppkHpαqqΘp1{ ? kq [27]. Then our equation can be written as k Hpαq " log t " log n´k Dpα } 1´p 2 q. This suggests k " log t Hpαq " log n Hpαq`Dpα } 1´p 2 q and
Hpαq`1 . We can then plug k into the bound on W multi :
which are exactly the values stated in Theorem 5.
Proof Sketch Corollary 1. For the first statement observe that if α is as large as 1´p 1 , then PrrBinpk, 1´p 1 q ď αks is constant. The second factor in the minimization has all terms being within a constant of t, and so the whole thing becomes Optq. We can check that α ě 1´p 1 happens exactly when log t log n ě
Hp1´p 2 q`Dp1´p 2 } 1´p 1 q . In this range t ě n ρ , so Optq " Opn ρ`t q. For the second part of the corollary, we solve the equation implied by Theorem 5, asymptotically as τ " log t log n Ñ 0. Details can be found in Appendix F, but the idea is as follows: We first define
Hpαq , and show f p 1 pαq " pρ`ψα{ log 1 p 2`O pα 2 qqf p 2 pαq for ψ being the constant defined in Corollary 1. Using bootstrapping, we show the inversion α " f´1 p 2 p1{τ q " log 1{p 2 α log 1{α`O p1{ log 1 α q. Plugging this into (4) proves the corollary.
Conclusion
In this article we proposed an adaptive LSH-based algorithm for Spherical Range Reporting that is never worse than a static LSH data structure knowing optimal parameters for the query in advance, and much better on many input distributions where the output is large or the query is easy.
The main open problem remaining is to achieve target time Opn ρ`t q for all inputs. One approach might be a data-dependent data structure as described in [8] . In the light of our multi-probing results, we however wonder if the bound can be obtained data independently as well. Here, it would be interesting to analyze other probing sequences. It would be interesting to see whether one can describe adaptive query algorithms that make use of the output-sensitive space/time-tradeoff data structures we described in Appendix G. Finally, it would be natural to extend our methods to give better LSH data structures for the approximate k-nearest neighbor problem.
[27] Valentin Petrov. Sums of independent random variables, volume 82. Springer Science & Business Media, 2012.
[28] Ryan Williams. A new algorithm for optimal 2-constraint satisfaction and its implications. 
A Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Given access to an LSH family H with the properties stated in the theorem and two parameters L and k (to be specified below), repeat the following process independently for each i in t1, . . . , Lu: Choose k hash functions g i,1 , . . . , g i,k independently at random from H. For each point p P S, we view the sequence h i ppq " pg i,1 ppq, . . . , g i,k ppqq P R k as the hash code of p, identify this hash code with a bucket in a table, and store a reference to p in bucket h i ppq. To avoid storing empty buckets from R k , we resort to hashing and build a hash table T i to store the non-empty buckets for S and h i . Given a query q P X, we retrieve all points from the buckets h 1 pqq, . . . , h L pqq in tables T 1 , . . . , T L , respectively, and report a close point in distance at most cr as soon as we find such a point. Note that the algorithm stops and reports that no close points exists after retrieving more than 3L points, which is crucial to guarantee query time Opn ρ q.
The parameters k and L are set according to the following reasoning. First, set k such that it is expected that at most one distant point at distance at least cr collides with the query in one of the repetitions. This means that we require np k 2 ď 1 and hence we define k " r log n logp1{p 2 q s. To find a close point at distance at most r with probability at least 1´δ, the number of repetitions L must satisfy
This means that L should be at least p´k 1 ln δ and simplifying yields L " Opn ρ q. Note that these parameters are set to work even in a worst-case scenario where there is exactly one point at distance p and all other points have distance slightly larger than cr.
B A Trie-based Version of the Data Structure
In this section we discuss an alternative representation of our data structure. This is meant as a replacement for the Multi-level LSH data structure described in Definition 3. It offers better space consumption while being slower to query.
As in the LSH forest data structure proposed by Bawa et al. [10] , we do not store references to data points in hash tables. Instead we use a sorted array with a trie as a navigation structure on the array. The technical description follows.
First, choose K¨L functions g i,j for 1 ď i ď L and 1 ď k ď K from H independently at random. For each i P t1, . . . , Lu, we store a sorted array A i with references to all data points in S ordered lexicographically by there bucket code over R K . To navigate this array quickly, we build a trie over the bucket codes of all keys in S of depth at most K. Each vertex of the trie has two attributes leftIndex and rightIndex. If the path from the root of the trie to vertex v is labeled Lpvq, then leftIndex and rightIndex point to the left-most and right-most elements in A i whose bucket code starts with Lpvq. We fix some more notation. For each point q P X, we let v i,k 1 pqq be the vertex in trie T i that is reached by searching for the bucket code of q on level at most k 1 . Furthermore, we let T i,k pqq denote the set of keys that share the same length k prefix with q in trie T i . We can compute |T i,k pqq| by subtracting v i,k pqq.leftIndex from v i,k pqq.rightIndex`1.
C Difficult Inputs for Standard LSH
Suppose we want to solve SRR using an LSH family H. Assume that the query point q P X is fixed. Given n, t with 1 ď t ď n, and c ą 1, we generate a data set S by picking
• t´1 points at distance from q, for small enough that even concatenating r log n log 1{p 2 s hash functions from H, we still have collision probability higher than 0.01,
• one point x P X with distpq, xq " r,
• the remaining n´t points at distance cr.
We call a set S that is generated by the process described above a t-heavy input for SRR on q. By definition, a t-heavy input has expansion c at query point q. We argue that the standard LSH approach is unnecessarily slow on such inputs.
Observation 2. Suppose we want to solve SRR in pX, distq using LSH with parameters as in Theorem 1 with LSH family H. Let q P X be a fixed query point, and S be a t-heavy input generated by the process above. Then the expected number of points retrieved from the hash tables on query q in the LSH data structure is Θptn ρ q.
Proof. The standard LSH data structure is set up with k " r log n log 1{p 2 s and L " Opn ρ q. L repetitions are necessary to find the close point at distance r with constant probability. By the construction of S, each repetition will contribute at least Θptq very close points in expectation. So, we expect to retrieve Optn ρ q close points from the hash tables in total.
The process described above assumes that the space allows us to pick sufficiently many points at a certain distance. This is for example true in R d with Euclidean distance. In Hamming space t0, 1u d we would change the above process to enumerate the points from distance 1, 2, . . . and distance cr`1, cr`2, . . .. If d and r are sufficiently large, the same observation as above also holds for inputs generated according to this process.
D Examples For Calculating W single for Certain Input Distributions
In this section we discuss two examples to get a sense for quantity (2) defined on Page 8.
Example 1 (Random Points in Hamming Space) Fix a query point q P t0, 1u d and assume that our data set S consists of n uniform random points from t0, 1u d . Then the distance X from our query point is binomially distributed " Binpn, 1{2q. If we choose bitsampling as in [20] as hash function, ř xPS Prrh k pqq " h k pxqs is just nEpp1´X{dq k q " nd´kEpX k q. This coresponds to finding the kth moment of a binomial random variable, which we can approximate by writing X " d{2`Z d a d{4 where EpZ d q " 0 and Z d Ñ Z converges to a standard normal. Then
Ωplog nq 2 our algorithm would take k « log 2 n to get ř xPS Prrh k pqq " h k pxqs " Op1q and W " n log 1{p 1 log 2 . Just as we would expect for LSH with bitsampling and far points at distance cr " d{2.
Example 2 (Locally Growth-Restricted Data) Another interesting setting to consider is when the data is locally growth-restricted, as considered by Datar et al. [14, Appendix A] . This means that the number of points within distance r of q, for any r ą 0, is at most r c for some small constant c. In [14] , the LSH framework is changed by providing the parameter k to the hash function. However, if we fix r " k, our algorithm will find a candidate set of size W " Oplog nq. So, our algorithm takes advantage of restricted growth and adapts automatically on such inputs.
The proof from [14] works, since they also inspect all colliding points. It is easy to see that the integral ş r{ F Proof of Corollary 1, second part
ı`1¯`Op1{y 2 q " 1 y log y`Opy log log yq`O p1{y 2 q " 1 y log y`Oˆl og log y yplog yq 2˙( 9)
Plugging the result back into (7) we finally get:
log EpW k q " plog tqf pα, p 1 q " log tˆρ`ψ plog 1{p 2 qy log y`Oˆl og log y yplog yq 2˙˙f pα, p 2 q " log tˆρf pα, p 2 q`ψ log f pα, p 2 q`Oˆl og log f plog f q 2˙" ρ log n`log t¨ψ log log n log t`O¨l og log log n log t log log n log t¯2‹
‚‹ ‚, as log n log t goes to 8, i.e., τ goes to 0.
G A Different Approach to Solving SRR with LSH
We reconsider the approach to solve SRR presented in Indyk's Ph.D. thesis [19, Page 12] under the name "enumerative PLEB". While his method does not yield good running times directly, it is possible to combine a number of very recent results, to get running times similar to the ones achieved by our methods. We give a short overview of this approach next. As in Section 4.1, we assume that the number of points t to report is known. At the end of this section we describe a counting argument that is also contained in Indyk's Ph.D. thesis [19] that allows to solve the c-approximate spherical range counting problem in an output-sensitive way. Indyk describes a black-box reduction to solve SRR using a standard dynamic data structure for the pc, rq-near neighbor problem. It works by repeatedly querying an pc, rq-near point data structure (time Opn ρq q) and then deleting the point found (time Opn ρu q), where ρ q and ρ u are the query-and update-parameters. (For a standard LSH approach, we have ρ q " ρ u .) This is done until the data structure no longer reports any points within distance r. Due to the guarantees of an pc, rq-near neighbor data structure, in the worst case the algorithm recovers all points within distance cr, giving a total running time of t 1 pn ρq`nρu q, where t 1 is the number of points within distance cr which might yield a running time of Ωpn 1`ρ q as noticed in Appendix C.
Of course, we can never guarantee sublinear query time when t 1 is large, but we can use a space/time-tradeoff-aware to improve the factor of t, when the number of returned points is large.
We will assume the pc, rq-near neighbor data structure used in the reduction is based on LSH. In [7] , Andoni et al. describe a general data structure comprising loosely "all hashing-based frameworks we are aware of":
Definition 5 (List-of-points data structure).
• Fix sets A i Ď R d , for i " 1 . . . m; with each possible query point q P R d , we associate a set of indices Ipqq Ď rms such that i P Ipqq ô q P A i ;
• For a given dataset S, the data structure maintains m lists of points L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L m , where
Having such a data structure, we perform queries as follows: For a query point q, we scan through each list L i for i P Ipqq and check whether there exists some p P L i with }p´q} ď cr. If it exists, return p.
Data structures on this form naturally allow insertions of new points, and we notice that if "Lists" are replaced by "Sets" we can also efficiently perform updates.
To solve spherical range reporting, we propose the following query algorithm for a point q:
1. For each i P Ipqq look at every point x in L i .
2. If }x´q} ď r, remove the point from all lists, L j , where it is present. This approach allows for a very natural space/time-tradeoff. Assuming that querying the data structure takes expected time Opn ρand updates take expected time Opn ρu q, the expected running time of the query is Opn ρq`t n ρu q. This asymmetry can be exploited with a time/space tradeoff. In very recent papers [23, 13, 7] it was shown how to obtain such tradeoffs in Euclidean space for approximation factor c ě 1, for any pair (ρ q , ρ u ) that satisifies
To minimize running time, we may take exponents balancing T " n ρq " tn ρu and obtain
1´τ˘(
where τ " log t log n and ρ " 1{p2c 2´1 q. Here (*) holds for t ď 2c 2´1 c 4 , and T " Optq otherwise. Note that this approach requires knowledge of t. A visualization of the running time guarantees of this approach is shown in Figure 5 . Note that it requires knowledge of t and does not adapt to the expansion around the query point. It would be interesting to see whether our adaptive methods could be used to obtain a variant that is query-sensitive. Next, we discuss an algorithm for the spherical range counting problem that can be used to obtain an approximation of the value t sufficient for building the data structure presented here.
G.1 Solving c-approximate Spherical Range Counting
In [19, Chapter 3 .6], Indyk shows that by performing Opplog nq 2 {α 3ueries to independently built pc, rq-near neighbor data structures, there is an algorithm that returns for a query q a number C such that p1´αqN r pqq ď C ď p1`αqN cr pqq with constant probability. The running time of the black-box reduction is Opn ρ plog nq 2 {α 3 q. We show in this section that we can solve the problem in time Oppn{tq ρ log n{α 3 q.
At the heart of the algorithm of [19] is a subroutine that has the following output behavior for fixed C:
1. If N cr pqq ď Cp1´αq, it will answer SMALLER 2. If N r pqq ě C, it will answer GREATER The subroutine uses Oplog n{α 2ueries of independently build pc, rq-near neighbor data structures, each built by sampling n{C points from the data set.
We can use the above subroutine to solve the spherical range counting problem in time Oppn{tq ρ log n{α 3 q time as follows. Half the size of α, and perform a geometrical search for the values t " n, p1´αqn, p1´αq 2 n, . . . . Assuming that a query on a data structure that contains n points takes expected time Opn ρ q and stopping as soon as the algorithm answers "Greater" for the first . The x-axis shows the value of t compared to n, the y-axis shows the expected work W . For comparison, we plotted the lower bound of Opn ρ`t q, the running time Optn ρ q of the naïve LSH approach, and the running time Opnq of a linear scan.
time, we obtain a running time (without considering the Oplog n{α 2 q repetitions for each t value) of n n¯ρ`ˆn np1´αq˙ρ`ˆn np1´αq 2˙ρ`¨¨¨`´n t¯ρ ď´n t¯ρ`ˆn p1´αq t˙ρ`ˆn p1´αq 2 t˙ρ`. . .
"´n t¯ρ
which results in a total running time of Oppn{tq ρ log n{α 3 q.
